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THE GENERALIZATION OF THE THEOREM ON DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE FOR THE FUNCTIONAL
MAXIMUM AND SOME ITS APPLICATIONS 1. In this paper the theorem on directional derivative of the functional maximum given in [2] is generalized. Moreover, an application of this theorem in the theory of functional equations considered in is given.
2. First we shall cite definitions and theorems necessary in further parts of this paper.
Let X and Y he complete metric spaces. Definition 1.
A point-to-set transformation Y P: X -»2 is called lower semi-continuous at a point x Q e X if for every sequenoe { is called upper semi-continuous at a point x Q ® X if the fact that x Q -x Q , c X, y n € F(x n ) implies the existence of a subsequence {7 n } convergent to some y Q eP(x 0 Definition A poxnt-to-set transformation Y P: 'A--2 lower semi-cintinuous and upper semi-continuous at a point x Q e x will be called continuous at the point One can find Definition 3 in [4] and Theorem 1 is proved in [6] .
The derivative of a functional m at a point x Q in the direction 1 will be denoted by the symbol m'(x 0 ;l). If m is a functional of two variables, then the symbol m'(x 0 ;l,z) denotes the directional derivative with respect to the variable x at the point x Q and in the direction 1 for arbitrary fixed z.
The following theorem is proved in 
Proof.
We shall prove the theorem in the case of direction 1. In the case of the direction -1 the proof is analogous. If we make the substitution y=zx then the sequenoe (2) will have the form By applying transformation y=zx, the transformation P defined in the formulas (3) is replaced by the constant transformation and to every x € there corresponds the compact set Z = . Let us denote -750 -
